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Sheila Segal: Drawings and Other Constructions

ELIZABETH WOOD

If one thing is certain in contemporary art, then it is the fact that the relation between nature and art has become problematic. Art no longer fulfills our naive pictorial expectations and we can no longer say what the content of a picture is. (Hans-Georg Gadamer, The Senseless Image.)

In her book I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, American author Maya Angelou writes with exquisite power and poignancy about growing up in the segregated South in the 1930s. Her story, unquestionably, is replete about growing up in the segregated South in the past century, is an urgent call for the conscience to escape the page. In the final drawing, against the wind 12 (1999: mylar, photo transfer, oil pastel) the surface is a map, applied backwards so that the writing is illegible. A large bird claw shape in the centre is accompanied by another fragment or remnant in the bottom left. A startlingly aggressive energy characterizes the thick paint that outlines the letters of the map.

Perhaps the central piece in this exhibition, Host 3 (2000: stainless steel wire, casing, leaves), provides a link to the works from the fall show. This is a sculptural work, suspended from the ceiling, consisting of a wire cylindrical structure, wrapped in a casing of transparent fibre, and stuffed with leaves. Those that fill the inside are green, whereas leaves attached to wire raining downward, and dangling toward the floor, are red. Host 3 invites us to speculate: is the work an exactitude for us to be more mindful of the links between life forms, for example the human body and the natural world? Or, is it more prescriptive, perhaps, an urgent call for the conscientious protection of nature’s fragility, for the halting of its deterioration?

In the exhibition presented last autumn, Drawings and Other Constructions (primarily wall-mounted works), the artist explores similar themes from richly varied perspectives. In that series, the bird motif is peripheral. Untitled (#6, 2000: metal wire, copper, tar, for example, a horizontal sculptural wall piece, is constructed primarily of wire. Tar covers portions of it, especially at the knots in the wire, and twig-like bits (which resemble birds) perch at sporadic intervals. As in other wire sculptures here, the work is directly lit, casting shadows in a range of thick-
work, Untitled (#7, 2000: mixed media, skin, metal wire), the same fine metal wire winds throughout, however the larger with flower-like shape in this one seems to be in a fibrous material like paper, and larger this time. Here the bloom opens up and outward, with a wax-covered mesh forming the base.

The integration of plant materials is pursued in Untitled (#9, 2000: mixed media, skin, leaves, plaster on paper.) In this framed work (a paper surface, sheeted in plaster), the now-familiar metal wire knotted with fragrant barbs runs through an oval shape in the centre. Around the metal structure are attached various materials: skin and a textured leaf-like form, resembling the silk of milkweed, in greys, creams, and related earth tones.

Reminiscent of the theme of flight that characterized the McClure series, questions related to movement are addressed in a number of works here. The roundish shape of Untitled (#3, 2000: sculpture, mixed media) gives a swirling feeling, like a metal, oval tumble weed. Inside, embedded at its centre, is a thin, greyish fibre wrapping a bottle-like form. All of this is covered in wire, nearly invisible except at closer viewing, and shadows on the wall once again capture the density—in light and shadow—that characterizes the piece itself.

Throughout the show, the notion of transformation or of the passing of time is explored, perhaps most poignantly in Untitled (#8, 2000: steel, resin, various materials). This work consists of a suspended frayed metal jutting form, supporting a pod-like structure, like a chrysalis, or a snake shedding its skin, with fragments resembling tree roots emerging out of the top. This work is strangely anthropomorphic: the reflection cast on the wall gives the eerie impression of a hung, hooded figure. In a related work, Untitled (#15, 2000: mixed media on mylar film), the artist addresses our human fascination with the process of "evolution," with our need to freeze the passage of time and to conserve it for ongoing observation. Here images of amphibian-like creatures on translucent mylar, some tinged with red and some with black, are pressed immobile between glass and frame.

The theme of temporality is central in one of the strongest pieces in the show, Untitled (Host) (#10, 2000: mixed media, skin, roots), which consists of a metal shelf on which are scattered a series of egg-like forms (in size and shape) smoothly cast in resin. Some are broken open, others remain intact, and bits of material—fragments of plants or hair fibres—float inside (like insects, as in the flies often fossilized in yellow amber). Resembling a collection of ancient remains excavated and displayed like specimens on a stainless shelf, this piece recalls archeological or religious relics, filed up in an oval shape in the centre. Around the metal structure the works) traces the earthiness and texture of the space itself also seem to collude with this phenomenon: cracks running through the grey floor of the gallery provide a background of sorts for the works, one in which the floor's organic, rambling lines harmonize with the objects themselves, creating a reassuring sense of unity.

Another important question addressed in this series is the relationship between temporality and human identity. A recurring element is the human fingerprint which, in legal contexts, is seen by its uniqueness as an important window into determining identity. For example, in Untitled (#2, 2000: mixed media on mylar film) presents an oversee (approx. 4.5") image of fingerprint at the top of the work, however (linking it to earlier series) the bottom of the page contains the representation of a bird's claw. The dark masses and cell-like shapes serve to create in this work the ominous impression of an x-ray, another important contemporaneous tool for diagnosis and identification. The fingerprint reappears in a series of three wall-mounted open metal boxes, works which integrate bits of wax caught in wire, mirroring these elements' use elsewhere in the show. In Untitled (#14, 2000: aluminum, film, wax,) film provides a backing for the open metal box (merely a structure, made of metal corners and edges), on which appears the image of a black fingerprint, coloured in with yellow and eggplant. Very thin wire twists through the knotted space of the metal box, inhabiting it and extending outside the box, as though the structure is insufficient to contain the contents. In a similar piece, Untitled (#13, 2000: aluminum, film, skin) films at the base of the box are coloured and inside, the bottom edge of the box forms a ledge. Here a "skin" that looks like paper is torn open to reveal egg-like forms, seen elsewhere in the exhibition. In Untitled (with leaves) (#4, 2000) the barely perceptible image of a large black fingerprint appears on an inside sheet of paper, which is covered by a second transparent sheet. Leaves are collected inside, as though the print had been there for a long time and the leaves (although green... evoking life) had accumulated in between the layers.

It is interesting to note that several elements—some intentional, some perhaps not—serve to provide a sense of unity that connects these works to their environment. For example, as noted in the descriptions, shadows from all three "boxed" works create strong, angular delineations that stretch outward, dissecting the space beyond the works. In other instances, indirect lighting (cast directly above the wiring that structures the works) traces the real shapes on the wall around them. Interestingly, the gallery space itself also seems to collude with this phenomenon: cracks running through the grey floor of the gallery provide a background of sorts for the works, one in which the floor's organic, rambling lines harmonize with the objects themselves, creating a reassuring sense of unity.

Stepping back from this series, we are left with the challenge of reconciling, making meaning of, the fragments of observations introduced. The presence of the natural world, to be sure, is striking. But interspersed throughout is another, equally important and perhaps even more insistent presence: that of the complexity of human life, particularly human identity and the notion of freedom within this. In considering what might be seen as a point of entry into these works' meaning, Andreas Huyssen's penetrating discussion "Memories of Utopia" is useful. He writes: "In an age of an unlimited proliferation of images, discourses, simulacra, the search for the real itself has become utopian, and this search is fundamentally invested in a desire for temporality. In that sense, then, the obsessions with memory and history, as we witness them in contemporary literature and art, are not rejecting or simply escapist. In cultural politics today, they occupy a utopian position vis-a-vis a chic and cynical postmodern nihilism on the one hand and a neo-conservative world view on the other that desires what cannot be had: stable histories, a stable canon, a stable reality?" (Italics added).

Perhaps, in the context of this work, we might recognize even identify with this desire for what cannot be had. And—as eloquently evoked by this artist—it the same longing, with the parallel knowledge that we are compelled to carry on despite the limitations of time and nature, may provide us with precious insight into why the caged bird sings. 1
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